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Just keep in mind the Photoshop "learning curve" -- it's a steep one! There are a number of important aspects to Photoshop that any regular user will need to know. Whether you decide to learn Photoshop on your own or have an instructor teach you the language of the program, you'll have a lot to learn. It takes time to become proficient in Photoshop; here are some of the most important considerations when learning this powerful tool. Figure 1. Photoshop uses
"layers," such as the ones labeled 1 and 2 above, to help organize and maintain documents. Layers The very first consideration you'll want to make is whether you want to work on a single layer at a time, or on multiple layers for a composite. If you plan to work on one layer at a time, then you can always hide or delete a layer. With Photoshop's layer system, this is typically the most intuitive method of working, because you can see all of the layers, and you can hide
them, delete them or duplicate them. Photoshop layers are used to help manage and organize a document. You can work on individual layers, delete a layer, or duplicate and group layers. Figure 1 shows two layers labeled 1 and 2 that you might create to edit an image. Adobe encourages you to start with a single layer and then to add more and more as you build your experience with the program. But you might just want to start with a few layers and make them group
into a composite. This can be a good technique for editing many photographs in one document at the same time. There are four different types of layers you can work with in Photoshop: * Background layers. The background layer is the bottom layer when a document is opened and contains the original image and any Photoshop elements that apply. You don't see the background layer, but it is a part of the document that you can't change. If you try to crop a layer
you've applied to the background, you'll find the entire background layer area moves into the image. A good idea when you apply a background to an image is to set the "Lock Transparency" option. By locking transparency, you won't see the transparency settings. If you plan to change the opacity of an image, be sure to uncheck the "lock transparency" option and then change the opacity. * Layer group. A group is a collection of layers that can be merged to form a
compound image. This
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[Further Reading]Q: Action bar with child navigation drawable I need to create an action bar with child navigation (defined as material design guidelines). I want to use android/support/v7/appcompat/res/values-v21/themes.xml for colors and drawables. The nav drawer should be on the left, and the spinner on the right. The action bar is empty. This is my settings.xml: @color/colorPrimary @color/colorPrimaryDark @color/colorAccent @color/colorAccent
@style/MyActionBar @color/white @style/SpinnerItemStyle @color/primary_text @color/colorAccent false true 05a79cecff
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The Move Tool allows you to drag and drop the selected pixels in the image. It can also be used to move groups of pixels between layers. The Content-Aware Fill Tool (or Anti-Alias) works similarly to the Content-Aware Scaling Tool, but is able to make more subtle corrections. You can use this to remove jagged edges from objects or bright edges from images. The Smudge Tool and Smudge Variations Tool allow you to create soft or hard edges using distortion
techniques. The Eraser tool allows you to erase parts of an image. It has several variations, including the Ghost Effect, which makes your image look like a photograph or negative. The Eraser Tool is useful for correcting mistakes, removing dust, and even for removing dust when there is no other option. The Pencil tool lets you add lines and shapes to your image. It has many variations, including the Pencil Tool, which can be used to create perfect shapes. The
Healing Brush tool is useful for removing blemishes and for fixing long-ago damage. The History Brush tool lets you select pixels from past selections, similar to the Select and Paste functionality. The Clone Stamp is a popular tool for retouching and repairing images. It is especially useful for removing dust and other imperfections. Photoshop comes with a plethora of brushes. These are available in many different sets with different properties and styles. Some sets
are made for specific purposes, like retouching and painting. Often, one type of set will be slightly better than the next. It's recommended that you learn as many different brush sets as you can to get an idea of the different properties available. However, most of the brushes in Photoshop are very good all-around choices. Learn more about the range of brush types available to you by clicking the following link: The Pen Tool allows you to draw on your image. It has
many different variations, such as the Pencil Tool, which you can use to create perfect shapes. The Magic Wand Tool allows you to select and deselect image parts automatically. You can also select the edges of any object or group of pixels and then automatically generate a selection around it. The Gradient Tool lets you create gradual changes in color from one part of the image to another. The Blur Tool allows you to soften objects or increase their transparency.
The Liquify Tool is useful for
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Q: Keras I have zero loss when making prediction from a model I started learning Keras and I'm trying to figure out a simple linear regression problem: Inputs: X is an array of float (28x1) Y is an array of float (28x1) Output: Z, an array of float (1x1) I've made a model like this : model.add(Dense(1)) model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam') X_train, Y_train, X_test, Y_test = train_test_split(X, Y, test_size=0.3, random_state=7) X_train_np,
Y_train_np = np.array(X_train), np.array(Y_train) X_test_np, Y_test_np = np.array(X_test), np.array(Y_test) model.fit(X_train_np, Y_train_np, epochs=10, batch_size=50) y_pred_np = model.predict(X_test_np) print("The prediction is : " + str(y_pred_np)) The model works as expected and my loss function is zero during prediction. Instead I want to make predictions with the model I trained. So I add in the model.summary() the last layer and I don't have any
values: model.add(Dense(1)) model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam') model.summary() If I understood correctly, the function model.predict just takes the weights from the last layer and multiplies it against the inputs, so I don't get any outputs: model.predict(X_test_np) A: You are using adam optimizer, correct? If so, you are using mean squared error instead of mean absolute error, so you can use the loss='mae' parameter in the fit(..) function.
About your second question, you can check your code again and you will see that you are just calling model.predict, but you forgot to add the outputs produced by the last layer into
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Mac - OS X 10.4 or later PC - Windows 2000 or later or later Minimum: OS: Mac OS X v10.4 Mac OS X v10.4 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 1GHz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 2.8GHz, or better RAM: 2 GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8600M, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT, or better Hard Drive: 10 GB Recommended: OS: Mac OS X v10.5
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